divine knowing group art exhibition on view March 25 - April 17, 2021, at City Lights Gallery, gallery hours Wednesday - Friday, 12 - 5 pm and on Saturday 12 - 4 pm. Curated by Natasha Kuranko, in recognition of Women’s Month, divine knowing hopes to instill confidence in all its visitors’ familiarity with their intuition, empathy, and emotional intelligence.

Intuition, more specifically “a women’s intuition,” are terms often used to label and diminish forms of knowledge gained outside logical reasoning, or the collection of supporting empirical evidence, as information that is illegitimate and not to be respected. divine knowing hopes to counteract said dominant social narrative by celebrating intuition’s role in the creative process. This exhibition features artists working in a variety of media from sculpture, painting, photography, digital collage, decoupage, drawing, performance, musical composition, and stop-motion, to name a few.

(Below: Subterranean Monsters by Eliana Mesa)

Some questions to ponder after or while viewing divine knowing 😊 there are no right answers...

- How does intuition weave its way throughout these sexist narratives?
- How do artists of all genders employ intuition as they access information beyond the material five senses?
- How can not only artists, but we as a society, benefit from more commonly thinking at an intuitive and emotional level?
- How does viewing the work of artists encourage us to trust our intuition and connect with the feminine divine aspects of our own embodied experiences?

Exhibition programming will include a recorded conversation with the artist Gladys Harlow of Street Rat and a live musical performance by Violet Hetson of Power Violets.

To request a reservation to view the exhibition email clgallerybpt@gmail.com. Walk-ins may experience wait time due to pandemic capacity restrictions. The divine knowing exhibition includes several sound pieces. City Lights Gallery asks you to bring your own aux cord headphones if possible. Limited use of gallery headphones is available.
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City Lights Gallery is a wheelchair-accessible building, located in downtown Bridgeport, CT and is easily accessible by Metro-North, Port Jeff Ferry, I-95 and the Merritt Parkway via the Route 25 Connector. For any specific questions regarding accessibility, you may contact Suzanne Kachmar, clgallerybpt@gmail.com

Admission to City Lights Gallery is free and open to the public. For more information contact clgallerybpt@gmail.com or visit citylightsgallery.org
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